The expanding roles of Argonautes: RNA interference, splicing and beyond.
Argonaute (AGO) protein family is highly conserved in eukaryotes and prokaryotes, reflecting its evolutionarily indispensible role in maintaining normal life cycle of the organisms. Small RNA-guided, AGO-dependent RNA interference (RNAi) is a well-studied pathway for gene expression regulation, which can be performed at transcriptional, posttranscriptional or translational level. In addition to RNAi, growing pieces of evidence point to a novel role of AGOs in pre-mRNA (messenger RNA precursor) splicing in animals. Many noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) share common structural features with protein-coding genes, indicating that these ncRNAs might be subject to AGO-mediated splicing. Finally, we provide a comprehensive view that RNAi, transcription and RNA splicing are highly interactive processes, all of which involve several key factors such as AGOs. In this regard, the AGO proteins contribute to orchestrate an exquisite gene regulatory network in vivo. However, more research efforts are needed to reach a thorough understanding of the AGO activities.